


empty walls. Some are hosting events, while others have 
turned their homes into exhibition spaces. In short, the city 
has put itself on the modern-art map like never before. 

"The Netherlands in general and Amsterdam in 
particular have become important testing grounds for 
artists from around the world," says Ann Goldstein, the 
Stedelijk's American director. She sees Amsterdam today 
as a Iabaratory for the arts: schools, artist-in-residence 
programmes, galleries and alternative spaces areaffering 
unparalleled opportunities for up-and-coming talent. 

Goldstein has opened with Beyond Imagination, a 
headline exhibition of work by young contemporary artists 
who, although they hail from all over the world, have chosen 
Amsterdam as their base. "I think the city has always been 
open to new cultures and ideas," says German-born video
artist Julika Rudelius, whose work appears in the show, "and 
that has to do with the city's trading past." 

Across town, another big-name institution is pushing the 
boundaries for contemporary art. The reopened De Appel 
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Clockwise from left, plastic cutlery sculpture at the 
Tijdelijk Museum; Eva de Klerk, who created an arL 
space in an abandoned shipyard in the Noord 
district; Sky Over Snöefel. by Allard van Hoorn; the 
Stedelijk Museum 

Arts Centre disdains Iabels such as museum or gallery, 
but its glamorous new premises, a stone's thrown from the 
city's Central Station, showcases highly conceptual work by 
promising Dutch talents, including installation artist Allard 
van Hoorn. His Sky Over Snaefel, a massive, wall-mounted 
collection of eerily glowing bulbs, is a live abstraction 
of online images of the sky over an lcelandic volcano. 
Hauntingly beautiful, it is as inventive, in its own way, as the 
blazing Iandscapes ofVan Gogh. 

If all of this sounds a bit, weil, obscure, then a new and 
completely different style of cultural curator could weil 
prove to be your creative cup of tea. City-wide, a glut of 
unoccupied commercial premises - courtesy of the global 
fmancial crisis - has given artists with really big ideas a 
whole new kind of canvas to play with. 

Step forward the 60 Layers of Cake Foundation. This 
summer, it took over the vacant Overhoeks offi.ce block 
across the IJ waterfront from Central Station to create the 
Tijdelijk Museum, an environmentally minded temporary 
landmark, incorporating beautiful, giant sculptures 
fashioned from hausehold refuse. The entry price? Three 
emptyplastic drinks bottles. 

Co-producer Clarine van Karnebeek seessuch 
waste-not-want-not initiatives as the modern-day successors 
to the famous Amsterdam squatting movement of the 8 
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